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For 127 years PARKER has built a company, which has 
succeeded not only at innovating but also reinventing 
the market, establishing itself as one of the world's 
leading Fine Writing brands.

The PARKER story began with the dream of a young 
visionary entrepreneur who stated that "it will 
always be possible to make a better pen". George 
Safford Parker, a 25-year-old part-time fountain pen 
salesman was dismayed by the unreliability of the 
pens on the market at that time and in 1888 he started 
the PARKER story, paving the way for a long line of 
breakthrough technologies and design innovations. 

PARKER's breakthrough technologies started in 1894 
when George Safford Parker patented the Lucky Curve, 
a pen with a pioneering anti-leak ink feed system 
which revolutionized the market. The 1930’s saw a 
new engineering breakthrough with the Vacumatic, a 
pen featuring the brand’s breakthrough filling system 
with no ink sac, it held over twice as much ink as other 
pens of that time. Over a century later, in 2011, PARKER 
unveiled the Parker 5TH™ Technology, an innovative 
writing mode offering an ultra-smooth smart glide 
tip that adapts to your own writing style to create a 
beautiful writing experience, a technology unrivaled 
at the time.

"it will always be possible to make a better pen"

PARKER has an equally long heritage of aesthetic 
and design innovations, which is best encompassed
with masterpieces such as, in the 1920's, the Duofold 
with its audacious burst of orange, and accordingly 
named ‘Big Red’, defied the status quo. In 1939, 
the Parker 51, was the first pen to take inspiration 
from the design and engineering of the automobile 
and aviation industries with its hooded nib and 
streamline shape, earning it the coveted Academy 
Award for Best-Design of its time.

In the 1960’s, the iconic ‘ciselé’ pattern was 
introduced with the Parker 75: this refined 
chiselled metalwork has since become a brand 
hallmark. Later, PARKER created the Sonnet and  
Parker Premier lines that have become design 
references in PARKER's range with both an elegant 
and modern allure. 

PARKER has a long history of unique know-how 
which has paved the way for the creation of some 
of the industry’s most memorable and innovative 
products. One of the most important parts in the 
making of a PARKER pen is its ‘engine’ which 
includes the finely sharpened nib, made from up 
to 18K solid gold on the higher-end models, and its 
ink feed system which regulates the flow of the high 
quality PARKER Quink Ink. Chiseling and engraving 
techniques are used to decorate nibs, caps and 
barrels. The beauty of PARKER’s meticulously selected 
materials and precious metals – up to sterling silver 
or 18K solid gold on the most premium models – is 
enhanced by manual polishing and other decorative 
treatments managed by dedicated craftsmen on a 
large range of fine PARKER pens. 

PARKER is a lifelong partner, for those who strive for
achievement and write their own story.
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DUOFOLD
EMBLEM OF EXCELLENCE

Since 1921 Duofold has been the icon of 
PARKER's stunning craftsmanship and heritage. 
Finished in precious resin, Duofold offers 
an exceptionally comfortable and luxurious 
writing experience thanks to its solid gold nib.  

Duofold - the reference in fountain pens.
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Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76. 

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Extra polished, 18K solid gold nib covered with rhodium finish.

Standard nib grades available in fine and medium. Non-standard nib 
grades available including extra fine, broad, needlepoint, extra broad, 
extra extra broad, oblique, reverse oblique and italic.

Slightly larger than the International, the Centennial is a bold statement.

Fitted with Deluxe piston fill converter for use with bottled ink. 

Convertible for use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth 
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,  
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

5mm space

3mm space

5mm space

Lapis Lazuli GT
Delicately crafted from a solid, deep 
blue cast acrylic with distinguished 
contrasting 23K gold plated trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN

1907182
1907183
1907184
1907185
1907187
1907186

Delicately crafted from a solid, elegant 
white cast acrylic with beautifully 
contrasting 23K gold plated trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

White Ivorine GT

1907136
1907137
1907138
1907139
1907181
1907140

FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN

Delicately crafted from a solid, 
daring red cast acrylic with strikingly 
contrasting 23K gold plated trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Big Red GT

FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN

1907188
1907189
1907190
1907191
1907193
1907192

New!

New!

New!

Inspired by 127 years of revolutionary history, PARKER revives three of 
its most historical colours of the emblematic Duofold: White Ivorine, 
Lapis Lazuli, and the iconic Big Red. The collection embodies the 
visionary spirit that makes PARKER beloved worldwide.
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Black Palladium
Crafted from solid, velvet black cast 
acrylic with highly distinguished, 
contrasting palladium finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN

S0690560
S0690580
S0690620
S0690650

Crafted from solid, velvet black cast 
acrylic with highly distinguished, 
contrasting 23K gold trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Black GT

FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN CENTENNIAL MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN INTERNATIONAL MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN

S0690330
S0690350
S0690410
S0690430
S0690470
S0690500

Duofold standard gift box.
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PARKER PREMIER

PRESTIGE PERSONIFIED

Flawlessly crafted using precious metals and 
an 18K solid gold nib, Parker Premier is a 
prestigious, yet contemporary choice with its 
avant-garde design. Comfortable, precise and 
assembled by hand, Parker Premier offers an 

exclusive fine writing experience.
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Matte Black soft touch lacquer with a rubber 
effect and reinterpreted iconic chiselled pattern. 
Complemented with palladium finish trims and 
an 18K solid gold nib covered with rhodium 
finish.
Packaged in a dedicated black PARKER gift box.

The two luxurious and urban versions of the prestigious Parker 
Premier line showcase 127 years of unique know-how and innovative 
design. Their audacious matte soft touch lacquer with a rubber 
effect offers a surprising and refined tactile rendering as well as a 
sophisticated allure.

Luxury Black

1876380
1876391 
1876392
1876393

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Luxury Brown

1876376
1876377
1876378
1876379

Matte Brown soft touch lacquer with a rubber 
effect and reinterpreted iconic chiselled pattern. 
Complemented with pink gold finish trims and 
an 18K solid gold nib covered with pink gold 
finish.
Packaged in a dedicated black PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A bold, expressive and contemporary 18K solid gold nib, hand 
crafted in two luxurious styles. 

Hand polished, manually assembled, then visually checked and 
tested individually to ensure flawless quality. 

Decorated with the iconic PARKER arrow and stamped with 18K-750 
solid gold and goldsmith’s hallmarks.

Standard nib grades available in fine and medium.
 
Fitted with Deluxe piston fill converter for use with bottled ink. 

Convertible for use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth 
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow, 
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.

5mm space

5mm space
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Deluxe ST 
Graduated Chiselling

S0887970
S0887980
S0887990
S0888000

All-over silver finish pen with precise modern 
chiselled lines. Complemented with palladium 
finish trims and an 18K solid gold nib covered 
with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Deep black lacquered barrel with tartan 
chiselled silver plated cap. Complemented 
with palladium finish trims and an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Custom Tartan ST 

S0887890
S0887900
S0887910
S0887920

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

All-over golden finish pen with precise modern 
chiselled lines. Complemented with golden finish 
trims and an 18K solid gold nib covered with 
rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Deluxe GT 
Graduated Chiselling

S0887930
S0887940 
S0887950
S0887960

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Overlaid with Black Ceramic, matte tone-on-
tone exclusive to Parker Premier Monochrome 
collection. Complemented with an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with black ruthenium finish.
Packaged in a dedicated black PARKER gift box.

Monochrome Black

S0930500
S0924770 
S0930520
S0924790

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Overlaid with Pink Gold, matte tone-on-tone 
exclusive to Parker Premier Monochrome 
collection. Complemented with an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with pink gold finish.
Packaged in a dedicated black PARKER gift box.

Monochrome Pink Gold

S0960780
S0960790
S0960810
S0960830

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Monochrome Titanium

S0960760
S0960770
S0960800
S0960820

Overlaid with Titanium, matte tone-on-tone 
exclusive to Parker Premier Monochrome 
collection. Complemented with an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a dedicated black PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

With its vertically brushed metal finish, the Parker Premier Monochrome 
collection is a sophisticated, high-tech writing instrument, which 
combines exceptional feel and great depth of monochromatic tone for a 
sleek and bold design choice.
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A rich glossy finish achieved by successive coats 
of lacquer. Complemented with golden finish 
trims and an 18K solid gold nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Lacquer Deep Black GT

S0887810
S0887820 
S0887830
S0887840

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A rich glossy finish achieved by successive 
coats of lacquer. Complemented with 
palladium finish trims and an 18K solid gold 
nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Lacquer Deep Black ST

S0887850
S0887860
S0887870
S0887880

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Parker Premier standard gift box.

Parker Premier Monochrome and Luxury 
Editions dedicated black gift box.

Matte Brown soft touch lacquer with a 
rubber effect. Complemented with pink 
gold finish trims and an 18K solid gold nib 
covered with pink gold finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

1876394   
1876395
1876396
1876397

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Soft Brown
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SONNET

POETRY IN MOTION

Sonnet is a work of beauty, emblematic of 
PARKER’s craftsmanship. Timeless and elegant, 
Sonnet is assembled by hand and checked to 
ensure flawless quality. The 18K solid gold nib on 
the higher-end finishes gives it great precision 
and supreme writing comfort for every occasion, 

coupled with a stylish and classic design.
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A unique satin pearl tone and soft tactile sensation 
with a precise chiselled pattern, exclusive to PARKER, 
crafted in precious sterling silver. Complemented 
with palladium finish trims and an 18K solid gold nib 
covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Chiselled Silver CT

S0912490
S0912500 
S0912510
S0912520
S0912530

Chiselled Silver GT

S0808140
S0808150
S0808160
S0808170
S0808180

A precise chiselled pattern, exclusive to PARKER, filled 
with black lacquer on sterling silver. Complemented 
with 23K gold plated trims and an 18K solid gold nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

A subtle and feminine finish and a unique 
contemporary tactile rendering with a 
precise chiselled faceted pattern, exclusive 
to PARKER, crafted in precious sterling silver. 
Complemented with pink gold finish trims 
and an 18k solid gold nib covered with 
rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Chiselled Silver PGT

1859488
1859489
1859491 
1859493
1859495

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLER BALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

Two nib styles: engraved patterned 18K solid gold or stainless steel.

Standard nib grades available in fine and medium. Non-standard 
nib grades available including extra fine, broad, oblique, reverse 
oblique and italic.

Fitted with twin-channelled ink feed and collector system.

Fitted with piston fill converter for bottled ink.

Convertible for use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth 
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,  
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

Twist action, with high performance graphite lead for superior  
resistance to bending and breakage. Refillable in HB 0.5mm size  
with an eraser hidden in the cap button.

MECHANICAL PENCIL

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.

In 1963, PARKER introduced for the first time on a fine pen the iconic 
‘ciselé’ pattern. This refined chiselled metalwork inspired by a trip in 
London, has since become a hallmark of the brand’s ingenuity and 
technical mastery.
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New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

Subtle  
Pearl & Grey PGT

An understated colour palette of greys and pearl 
whites for a chic, feminine finish. Complemented 
with rose gold finish trims and an 18k solid gold 
nib covered with a rose gold finish. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

1930059
1930060
1930481
1930482

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A carefully chiselled and lacquered sterling silver 
cap with a matching, purple brushed-look shell 
is a stylish take on the classic pearl lacquer. 
Complemented with rose gold finish trims and an 
18k solid gold nib covered with a rose gold finish. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Purple Contort
Cisele PGT

1930055
1930056
1930057
1930058

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A refined, black exterior surprisingly reveals 
a striking chevron pattern on the shell. This 
patterned shell is a unique design idea for the 
Fine Writing category. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Black Secret Shell CT

1930483
1930484
1930485
1930486

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A pearlescent blue lacquer exterior surprisingly 
reveals an interwoven pattern laser etched on 
the stainless steel shell. Complemented with 
palladium finish trims and an 18k solid gold nib 
covered with a rodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Blue Secret Shell CT

1930260
1930501
1930502
1930503

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A cortorted cisele pattern carefully chiselled on 
the cap with a brushed-look stainless steel shell 
is a new look for Sonnet masculine finishes. 
Complemented with palladium finish trims and 
an 18k solid gold nib covered with a ruthenium 
finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Black Contort
Cisele CT

1930256
1930257
1930258
1930259

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE 
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Subtle Big Red CT

1930487
1930488
1930489
1930490

A subtle hint of the familiar Big Red colour 
featured on the cap band against a deep 
black lacquered finish. Complemented 
with ruthenium finish trims and a 18k solid 
gold nib covered with a ruthenium finish. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A special edition collection designed with the greatest aesthetic 
expectations in mind. Featuring six new fine-crafted finishes with a 
high level of intricate, tactile detail never seen before, the collection is 
made with the craftsmanship one comes to expect from over a century 
of innovative design from PARKER.
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Reinterpreted iconic chiselled pattern with a 
multilayer metallic translucent tinted lacquer. 
Complemented with golden finish trims and an 
18K solid gold nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Dark Grey Lacquer GT

S0912440
S0912450
S0912460
S0912470

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Black Lacquer GT

S0808700
S0808710
S0808720
S0808730
S0808740

Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. 
Complemented with golden finish trims 
and a stainless steel nib covered with 
golden finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

Reinterpreted iconic chiselled pattern 
with a multilayer metallic translucent 
tinted lacquer. Complemented with  
palladium finish trims and an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Dark Grey Lacquer CT

S0912390
S0912400
S0912410
S0912420

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish.  
Complemented with palladium finish 
trims and a stainless steel nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Black Lacquer CT

S0808800
S0808810
S0808820
S0808830
S0808840

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE 
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

A contemporary facetted pattern, with a soft 
touch rubber effect. Complemented with pink 
gold finish trims and an 18K solid gold nib 
covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Brown Rubber 
Lacquer PGT

1859480
1859481
1859483 
1859485

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

A modern deep red lacquer, playing with 
reflection of light. Complemented with golden 
finish trims and a stainless steel nib covered 
with golden finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Red Lacquer GT

1859459
1859460
1859471
1859472
1859473

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
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Matte black lacquer with a satin effect. 
Complemented with palladium finish trims 
and a stainless steel nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Matte Black CT

S0818070
S0818090 
S0818110
S0818140
S0818170

Matte black lacquer with a satin effect. 
Complemented with golden finish trims and a 
stainless steel nib covered with golden finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

Stainless steel finish with a brushed metal 
effect. Complemented with palladium finish 
trims and a stainless steel nib.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0809210
S0809220
S0809230
S0809240
S0809250
S0814000

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
MECHANICAL PENCIL

Stainless steel finish with a brushed metal 
effect. Complemented with golden finish 
trims and a stainless steel nib covered 
with golden finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0809110
S0809120
S0809130
S0809140
S0809150
S0813980

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
MECHANICAL PENCIL

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN

S0817930
S0817950
S0817970 
S0818000
S0818030

Matte Black GT

Stainless Steel CT

Stainless Steel GT
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SONNET
FEMININE COLLECTION

A DEDICATED COLLECTION FOR WOMEN

Sonnet Feminine Collection is meant to seduce women 
around the world. PARKER offers a subtle combination 
of its strong brand design codes and inspiration from 
jewelry hues and materials such as metallic pink 
gold color, crafted chiseled shiny steel and feminine 
iridescent pearl lacquer. Highlighted by the exquisite 
detailing of the fine cut 18K solid gold nib covered 
with rhodium finish, the Sonnet Feminine Collection 

is the essence of modern  femininity and elegance.
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Pink Gold CT

Subtle iridescent pearl lacquer. 
Complemented with pink gold
finish trims and an 18K solid gold 
nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Pearl Lacquer PGT

Subtle iridescent pearl lacquer with a 
crafted chiselled cap. Complemented 
with palladium finish trims, a pink gold  
ring and an 18K solid gold nib covered 
with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Metal & Pearl CT

S0947310
S0947320
S0947330
S0947340
S0947350
S0976000

Metallic pink gold with a vertical 
linishing. Complemented with 
palladium finish trims and an 18K solid 
gold nib covered with rhodium finish.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

S0947360 
S0947370
S0947380
S0947390
S0947400
S0975980

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

S0947260
S0947270
S0947280
S0947290
S0947300
S0975890

FOUNTAIN PEN FINE
FOUNTAIN PEN MEDIUM
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
SLIM BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

Engraved patterned 18K solid gold nib covered with rhodium finish.

Standard nib grades available in fine and medium. Non-standard 
nib grades available including extra fine, broad, oblique, reverse 
oblique and italic.

Fitted with twin-channelled ink feed and collector system.

Fitted with piston fill converter for bottled ink.

Convertible for use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

BALLPOINT PEN

Smart glide tip rapidly adjusting to your personal writing style in just  
a few words.

Technology providing an exceptionally smooth and fluid writing experience, 
with an intense and sharp rendering.

Metallic hood finely engraved with the emblematic PARKER arrow.

Highly innovative technology ensuring a clean and simple refill process.

PARKER 5TH ™

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth 
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,  
offering optimal reliability and performance.
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PARKER 
INGENUITY

INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND WRITING

Experience a new generation in pens.
Inspired by the latest trends in luxury watches 
and sports cars for the large models or fine jewelry 
and luxury cosmetics for the slim models, the  
Parker Ingenuity collection is the perfect writing 
accessory to accompany those who dare their style. 
Displaying innovative writing technology, the  
Parker Ingenuity pen intuitively adapts to your 
writing style in just a few words for an effortlessly 

smooth, easy glide feel thanks to the latest 
Parker 5TH™ Technology.
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Large Black  or Brown 
Rubber & Metal CT
Lacquered in black or brown finish with a soft rubber effect 
for an extremely soft touch, textured with a woven pattern. 
Enhanced with three metal rings for a design in line with 
the latest trends in the watch industry. Adorned with the 
emblematic chiselled pattern on both its grip section and 
the large metallic ring on the cap. Complemented with 
chrome finish trims and rings. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

BLACK RUBBER & METAL CT PARKER 5TH ™

BROWN RUBBER & METAL CT PARKER 5TH ™

BLACK RUBBER & METAL GT PARKER 5TH ™

RED RUBBER & METAL GT PARKER 5TH ™

S0959230 
S0959240 

Large Black or Red 
Rubber & metal GT 
Lacquered in a black or red finish with a rubber 
effect for an extremely soft touch, textured with 
a woven pattern. Enhanced with three metal 
rings for a design inspired by sport cars and 
luxury watches. Adorned with the emblematic 
chiselled pattern on both its grip section and the 
large metallic ring on the cap. Complemented 
with gold finish trims and rings. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

1858531 
1858533

Large Black Rubber
or Chrome CT
Lacquered in a full black finish with a soft rubber effect 
for an extremely soft touch, textured with a woven 
pattern. Adorned with the emblematic chiselled pattern 
on both its grip section and the large metallic ring on the 
cap. Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Covered with chrome for a sleek touch. Adorned with the 
emblematic chiselled pattern on both its grip section and 
the large metallic ring on the cap. Complemented with 
chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

BLACK RUBBER CT PARKER 5TH ™

CHROME CT PARKER 5TH ™

S0959250

S0959260

Smart glide tip rapidly adjusting to your personal writing style in just a 
few words.

Technology providing an exceptionally smooth and fluid writing 
experience, with an intense and sharp rendering.

Metallic hood finely engraved with the emblematic PARKER arrow.

Highly innovative technology ensuring a clean and simple refill process.

PARKER 5TH ™

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.
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Large Black Lacquer GT or CT
Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish for a classic and 
elegant look. Adorned with the emblematic chiselled 
pattern on both its grip section and the large metallic ring 
on the cap. Complemented with gold finish or chrome 
finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Slim Pearl GT or Taupe PGT
Lacquered in glossy pearl or taupe finish.  
Enhanced by three metal rings. Elegantly engraved 
with the emblematic chiselled pattern and PARKER 
logo on its grip section. Complemented with gold 
or pink gold finish trims and rings.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

BLACK LACQUER GT PARKER 5TH ™

BLACK LACQUER CT PARKER 5TH ™

S0959220 
S0959210

PEARL LACQUER GT PARKER 5TH ™

TAUPE LACQUER PGT PARKER 5TH ™

1858535 
1858537 

BLACK RUBBER PGT PARKER 5TH ™

BROWN RUBBER PGT PARKER 5TH ™

S0959120
S0959130

Slim Black or Brown  
Rubber PGT
Lacquered in a black or brown finish with a rubber 
effect for an extremely soft touch. Enhanced by a 
fine line detail and textured lattice decor along its 
barrel. Elegantly engraved with the emblematic 
chiselled pattern and PARKER logo on its grip section. 
Complemented with pink gold finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

PINK GOLD LACQUER CT PARKER 5TH ™

PEARL LACQUER PGT PARKER 5TH ™

S0959140

S0959110

Slim Pearl PGT 
or Pink Gold CT
Lacquered in pearl white color with a sparkling iridescent 
touch. In line with the style of the latest collections of fine 
jewelry. Elegantly engraved with the emblematic chiselled 
pattern and PARKER logo on its grip section. Complemented 
with pink gold finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Covered with sandblasted pink gold, inspired by the 
latest trends from the world of luxury cosmetics.  
Enhanced by a fine line detail and lattice decor along 
its barrel. Elegantly engraved with the emblematic 
chiselled pattern and PARKER logo on its grip section. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Slim Black Lacquer  
GT or CT
Lacquered in a deep black glossy finish. 
Elegantly engraved with the emblematic 
chiselled pattern and PARKER logo on its grip 
section. Complemented with pink gold finish or 
chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0959100
S0959090

BLACK LACQUER GT PARKER 5TH ™

BLACK LACQUER CT PARKER 5TH ™
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URBAN

REWRITING THE RULES

Urban’s dynamic curved design offers a 
bold modern look that dares to be noticed.  
With its distinctive shape, Urban provides 
just the right balance for a confident writing 

experience and a refined style. 
Your inspiration is never cut short with Urban. 
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PARKER 5TH ™
Smart glide tip rapidly adjusting to your personal writing style in just a 
few words.

Technology providing an exceptionally smooth and fluid 
writing experience, with an intense and sharp rendering.

Metallic hood finely engraved with the emblematic PARKER arrow.

Highly innovative technology ensuring a clean and simple refill process.

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth  
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,   
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.

Nib in stainless steel for resistance and durability. Designed to 
provide an optimal writing angle for both right and left-handed writers.

Standard nib grades available in fine or medium depending on countries.

Fitted with twin-channelled ink feed and collector system.

For use with QUINK ink cartridges or convertible to ink bottle filling.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Premium
Golden Pearl GT

1906853
1906856
1906854

Golden Pearl colour with a delicate, sand blasted 
finish. Enhanced with subtle engraving, emulating 
the iconic striped Parker Vacumatic design. 
Complemented with golden coloured trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium 
Silver-Blue Pearl CT

Silver-Blue pearl with a delicate, sand blasted 
finish. Enhanced with subtle engraving, 
emulating the iconic striped Parker Vacumatic 
design. Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium 
Amethyst Pearl CT

Deep Purple with a delicate, sand blasted finish. 
Enhanced with subtle engraving, emulating the iconic 
striped Parker Vacumatic design. Complemented with 
chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

1906869
1906872
1906870

1906861
1906864
1906862

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

New!

New!

New!

PARKER reveals three new luxurious and contemporary finishes for 
its Urban line: Silver-Blue Pearl, Amethyst Pearl, and Golden Pearl.
The new collection is inspired by the emblematic Vacumatic pen 
design which took the industry by storm when it was first launched 
in 1933.



S0949150
S0949170
S0949180
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Premium Pearl 
Metal Chiselled CT

S0911420
S0911440
S0911450
S0976020

Sophisticated pearl shine with metallic reflection 
highlights, gloss varnish. Enhanced with an 
asymmetric chiselled pattern that echoes Urban’s 
ergonomic form. Complemented with chrome 
finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Ebony
Metal Chiselled CT
Dark metallic tones for understated elegance 
highlights, gloss varnish. Enhanced with an 
asymmetric chiselled pattern that echoes 
Urban’s ergonomic form. Complemented 
with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Matte Black
Matte black lacquer with a powdery touch. 
Rhythmed by a unique pattern, engraved with 
fine straight graphic lines. Complemented with 
trims lacquered in glossy black.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0911470
S0911490
S0911500
S0976040

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

Premium Metallic Brown
Metallic brown lacquer with a satin finish. 
Rhythmed by a unique pattern, engraved with 
fine straight graphic lines. Complemented with 
trims lacquered in glossy black.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Metallic Pink
Metallic pastel pink lacquer with a satin  
finish. Rhythmed by a unique pattern,  
engraved with fine straight graphic 
lines. Complemented with trims 
lacquered in glossy dark grey.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0949200
S0949220
S0949230

S0949250  
S0949270
S0949280

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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Muted Black Lacquer CT

Muted Black Lacquer GT

Metro Metallic CT
Lacquered in muted black with a powdered 
aspect. Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Lacquered in muted black with a powdered 
aspect. Complemented with golden finish 
trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Metallic finish with a lightly brushed aspect. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0850720
S0850440
S0767030

S0850730
S0850450
S0767040

S0850760
S0850480
S0767120

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Night Sky Blue Lacquer CT
Lacquered night sky blue with a powdered 
aspect. Complemented with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0850740  
S0850460
S0767060

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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Cool Magenta CT

Bay City Blue CT 

Lacquered magenta with a shiny aspect. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Lacquered blue with a shiny aspect.  
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0850800
S0850520
S0767160

S0850790
S0850510
S0767150

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

London Cab Black CT
Lacquered black with a shiny aspect.
Complemented with chrome finish trims.  
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Fast Track Silver CT
Lacquered light grey with a shiny aspect 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0850770
S0850490
S0767130

S0850780  
S0850500
S0767140

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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PARKER IM

MODERNITY REDEFINED

Parker IM, with its smart choice of high 
quality finishes, matches just about any style 
or mood you're in. Focused on comfort and 
simple, high-performance functionality, its 
tapered contemporary shape teams up with 
the versatile appeal of metal to give instant 

modern style from PARKER.
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Premium 
Pink Pearl CT

1906740
1906773
1906771

Pink Pearl with delicate, feminine tones. 
Enhanced with subtle engraving, emulating 
the iconic striped Parker Vacumatic design. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium 
Brown Shadow CT

1906778
1906781
1906779

Metallic brown with a polished satin shine. 
Enhanced with subtle engraving, emulating 
the iconic striped Parker Vacumatic design. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium
Emerald Pearl CT

1906732
1906735
1906733

Emerald pearl complimented with subtle graphite 
tones. Enhanced with subtle engraving, emulating 
the iconic striped Parker Vacumatic design. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Nib in stainless steel for resistance and durability. Designed to 
provide an optimal writing angle for both right and left-handed writers.

Standard nib grades available in fine or medium depending on countries.

Fitted with twin-channelled ink feed and collector system.

For use with QUINK ink cartridges or convertible to ink bottle filling.

FOUNTAIN PEN

PARKER 5TH ™
Smart glide tip rapidly adjusting to your personal writing style in just  
a few words.

Technology providing an exceptionally smooth and fluid writing experience, 
with an intense and sharp rendering.

Metallic hood finely engraved with the emblematic PARKER arrow.

Highly innovative technology ensuring a clean and simple refill process.

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.

Twist action, fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth  
writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,   
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

New!

New!

New!

PARKER reveals three new luxurious and contemporary finishes for 
its IM line: Pink Pearl, Emerald Pearl, and Brown Shadow. The new 
collection is inspired by the emblematic Vacumatic pen design which 
took the industry by storm when it was first launched in 1933.
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Premium Deep
Gun Metal Chiselled CT

S0908680
S0908700
S0908710
S0976110

Gun metal grey enhanced with a tactile and 
visual chiselled pattern. Complemented with 
chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Shiny
Chrome Metal 
Chiselled CT

S0908630
S0908650
S0908660
S0976080

Shiny chrome metal enhanced with a 
chiselled motif reminding a sequence of rings. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Twin 
Metal Chiselled CT

S0908580
S0908600
S0908610
S0976060

Elegant combination of gunmetal grey and 
chrome finishing enhanced with a chiselled 
pattern of vertical needles. Complemented 
with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

FOUNTAIN PEN
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
PARKER 5TH ™

Premium Matte Black CT

Premium Metallic 
Brown CT

Premium Metallic 
Pink CT

Matte black lacquer with a powdery 
touch. Rhythmed by a unique pattern 
engraved with fine straight graphic lines. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Metallic brown lacquer with a satin 
finish. Rhythmed by a unique pattern 
engraved with fine straight graphic lines. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Metallic pastel pink lacquer with a satin 
finish. Rhythmed by a unique pattern 
engraved with fine straight graphic lines. 
Complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0949650
S0949670
S0949680

S0949700
S0949720
S0949730

S0949750
S0949770
S0949780

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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Black Lacquer GT

Black Lacquer CT

Deep black lacquer complemented  
with golden finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Deep black lacquer complemented 
with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856280
S0856360
S0856440

S0856270
S0856350
S0856430

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Blue Lacquer CT
Deep blue lacquer complemented 
with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856300
S0856380
S0856460

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Grey Lacquer CT
Grey lacquer complemented with 
chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856290
S0856370
S0856450

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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Brushed Metal GT
Brushed metal with a glossy champagne varnish 
complemented with golden finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856320
S0856400
S0856480

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Brushed Metal CT
Brushed metal with a glossy champagne varnish 
complemented with chrome finish trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856310
S0856390
S0856470

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Gun Metal CT
Brushed metal with a glossy gun metal varnish 
complemented with chrome finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

S0856330
S0856410
S0856490

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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VECTOR

ESSENTIAL SIMPLICITY

Vector’s style and durability make it delightfully 
easy for student and professionals alike to use. 
Focused on providing good value performance, 

Vector pens ensure a consistent and fluid
 writing experience every time.
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Stainless Steel CT

Black CT

Stainless steel with a mineral metallic 
lustre. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Ultra resistant scratch-free black glossy 
resin. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

S0723480
S0723490
S0723510

S0705370
S0160090
S0275210

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Nib in stainless steel for resistance and durability. Designed to 
provide an optimal writing angle for both right and left-handed writers.

Standard nib grades available in fine or medium depending on countries.

For use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Cap on/cap off supplied with standard QUINK rollerball refill.

ROLLERBALL PEN

Stainless Steel is cap action. Other finishes are button action  ball 
point refill fitted.
All are fitted with the QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a smooth  writing 
experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow,
offering optimal reliability and performance. 

BALLPOINT PEN

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.
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Blue CT
Ultra resistant scratch-free blue glossy 
resin. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

S0705330
S0705340
S0705360

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN

Red CT
Ultra resistant scratch-free red glossy 
resin. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

S0159960
S0160310
S0275160

FOUNTAIN PEN 
ROLLERBALL PEN 
BALLPOINT PEN
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JOTTER

CONSTANT COMPANION

Easy and practical, Jotter is perfect for those 
who need a pen on the go and love simple 
yet cool accessories. The ballpoint tip offers 
exceptional durability and comfort, coupled 

with an iconic clip and streamlined design.
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Shiny polished stainless steel with black satin resin 
enhanced with PARKER's iconic chiselled pattern.
Complemented with high-shine stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Satin finished stainless steel enhanced with 
PARKER's iconic chiselled pattern.
Complemented with high-shine stainless steel 
trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Shiny polished stainless steel enhanced with 
PARKER's iconic chiselled pattern. Complemented 
with high-shine stainless steel trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box.

Premium Satin Black 
Stainless Steel CT 

Premium Classic 
Stainless Steel 
Chiselled CT

Premium Shiny 
Stainless Steel 
Chiselled CT

S0908860

S0908840

S0908820

BALLPOINT PEN 

BALLPOINT PEN 

BALLPOINT PEN

Button action, fitted with the new QuinkFlow ballpoint refill for a 
smoother writing experience (No.1 consumer need)1 and better ink flow, 
offering optimal reliability and performance.

BALLPOINT PEN

Button action, with high performance graphite lead for superior 
resistance to bending and breakage. Refillable in HB 0.5mm size  
with an eraser hidden in the cap button.

MECHANICAL PENCIL

1. Quantitative study – GFK, UK, 2009

Nib in stainless steel for resistance and durability. 

Standard nib grade available in medium.

For use with QUINK ink cartridges.

FOUNTAIN PEN

Inks & refills information on pages 72 to 76.
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Ultra resistant scratch-free blue glossy resin. 
Complemented with high-shine stainless 
steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Ultra resistant scratch-free red glossy resin. 
Complemented with high-shine stainless 
steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Blue CT

Red CT

S0705610

S0705580

BALLPOINT PEN 

BALLPOINT PEN 

Stainless steel with a mineral metallic lustre. 
Complemented with golden finish trims.
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Stainless steel with a mineral metallic 
lustre. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Ultra resistant scratch-free black glossy 
resin. Complemented with high-shine 
stainless steel trims. 
Packaged in a PARKER gift box. 

Stainless Steel GT

Stainless Steel CT

Black CT

S0705510

S0161590
S0705560
S0705570

S0705660
S0705670

BALLPOINT PEN 

FOUNTAIN PEN
BALLPOINT PEN 
MECHANICAL PENCIL

BALLPOINT PEN
MECHANICAL PENCIL
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INKS 
& REFILLS

PARKER writing instruments are produced to the most 
exacting standards and only genuine PARKER Quink inks 

and refills should be used as they are especially
designed and formulated to ensure our products give 

faultless service and optimum writing performance.

The breakthrough Parker 5TH™ Technology features a 
flexible writing tip designed to interact with the 
engraved metallic hood. This innovation creates an 
unparalleled writing experience featuring an effortlessly 
smooth, smart gliding feeling. The unique tip adjusts to 
your own writing style in just a few words producing 

pleasurable and beautiful penmanship.



RED
GREEN
WASHABLE BLACK
WASHABLE BLUE

WASHABLE BLACK
WASHABLE BLUE

PINK
TURQUOISE
WASHABLE BLUE
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REFILLS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

REFILLS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

REFILLS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

QuinkFlow Ballpoint Refill
Ballpoint refills offer convenience and reliability, 
fitting all types of situations. Enjoy a constant neat 
writing and quick drying of the ink.
Available in 0.7mm medium or 0.5mm fine.

Gel Refill
Discover a new silky sensation in a range 
of vibrant tones. These refills fit all PARKER 
ballpoint pens. 
Available in 0.7mm medium.

Rollerball Refill
With its rollerball tip enabling consistent 
flow of the ink directly onto the paper, the 
PARKER rollerball refill delivers optimal writing 
performance without skipping and gives your 
writing a sharp smooth style.
Available in 0.7mm medium or 0.5mm fine.

BLACK 
BLUE
RED

BLACK
BLUE
RED

BLACK
BLUE
RED

REFILLS

STANDARD CARTRIDGES ARE AVAILABLE IN:

INK BOTTLES ARE AVAILABLE IN:

MINI CARTRIDGES ARE AVAILABLE IN:

Quink Ink Bottle 1/box
Rediscover the authentic writing 
pleasure with the PARKER Ink bottles. 
57ml.

BLACK
BLUE
BLUE-BLACK

BLACK
BLUE
BLUE-BLACK

BLACK
RED
PURPLE

2 TYPES OF CONVERTERS ARE AVAILABLE:

DELUXE PISTON FILL CONVERTER CT AND GT  
(TWIST ACTION REFILLABLE INK CARTRIDGE)

STANDARD PISTON FILL CONVERTER 
(PUMP ACTION REFILLABLE INK CARTRIDGE)

Whether you need long or mini cartridges, 
you will certainly enjoy their convenience 
and practicality. 
Our ink cartridges are designed to be used  
exclusively with PARKER fountain pens.

Favor mini cartridges when travelling to 
limit the risk of leakage.

Mini Cartridges

Standard Cartridges

CARTRIDGES

INKS
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5 Different Writing Modes for a 
Personalised Experience

Fountain pen: Experience the refined 
pleasure of a genuine writing experience. 
The fountain pen is perfect for a truly 
personal expression.

Rollball pen: Let your creativity flow thanks 
to the constant fluidity of the ink. The 
rollerball pen is made for smoothness and 
convenience seekers.

Ballpoint pen: Enjoy flawless lines, anytime, 
anywhere. The ballpoint pen will ensure free 
reign to spontaneous expression with no cap 
left behind.

Mechanical pencil: Invent and re-invent. 
The mechanical pencil is the perfect fit for 
those who seek precision in their writing and 
the possibility to erase and re-write.

Parker 5TH™ Technology: Discover a unique 
and exceptionally smooth writing experience 
with the Parker 5TH™ Technology. Its smart 
glide tip adjusts to your writing style in just a 
few words.

PARKER 5TH ™ Refill

OLIVE GREEN
BURGUNDY RED
PURPLE
PEACOCK BLUE
BLUE
BLACK

The breakthrough PARKER 5TH™ Technology 
features a flexible writing tip designed to 
interact with the engraved metallic hood.
This innovation creates an unparalleled 
writing experience featuring an effortlessly 
smooth, smart gliding feeling. The unique 
tip adjusts to your own writing style in just 
a few words producing pleasurable and 
beautiful penmanship. 
Parker 5TH™ refills are available in fine or 
medium depending on countries.

Some products, finishes or modes may not be available in all 
countries. Please contact our customer service. 

PARKER 5TH™ REFILLS ARE AVAILABLE IN:
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NotesNotes



www.parkerpen.com

 
 
 

 
 
 

Questions?
Please contact our Customer Service


